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 When choosing plants for your garden it is important to 
understand their life cycle.  Are you looking for lots of 
flowers or vegetables during the growing season?  Maybe 
you bought a plant and wonder why it didn’t come back 
the following year or maybe it seems to wander around 
the flower bed.  Is it a perennial, annual or maybe even a 
biennial?  What do these terms mean and how do they 
apply to the plants in your garden? 
 
Annual, biennial and perennial all describe the life cycles 
of plants.  If we plant something, how long can we expect it to live in our garden?  While many factors can 
influence that, the place to start is to find out if a plant is an annual, biennial or perennial. 
 
Many of us love to grow flowering annuals.  They tend to bloom profusely throughout the growing season 
when properly cared for.  Annuals are short lived plants.  They go through their full life cycle - germinate, 
flower and set seed - in one growing season.  Generally seeds germinate in the spring, the plants grow 
quickly and start blooming.  Once enough seeds have been produced or a hard frost arrives, the plants die.  
The great thing about annual flowers is if you dead head, which is cutting back the spent flowers so they 
don’t set seed, the plant will continue to bloom.  It’s purpose in life is to set seed to continue the species 
next year, so if you interrupt that it must continue blooming!  Commonly grown annuals include cosmos, 
zinnia, bachelor button, marigold and sweet alyssum.  Many of the vegetables we grow are annuals such as 
beans, peas, corn and squash. 
 
Some of our weeds are winter annuals.  These plants have seed that germinate in the fall, grow a little bit, 
plants stay green through the winter and when spring arrives they are ready to rapidly grow.  Many bloom 
in the spring, set seed and die before the heat of summer sets in.  Common annual winter weeds include 
sticky bedstraw, common chickweed, annual bluegrass, henbit, deadnettle, and prickly lettuce.  If you can 
weed them out when they are small you’ll save yourself a big headache later in the season. 
 
Here in WNY we also grow many plants that act as an annual in our backyards, but they are actually 
perennial in their native climate.  These are generally tropical or semi-tropical plants and some can be 
overwintered in the house.  The geraniums we love to use in containers and as bedding plants fall in this 
category. 
 
Biennials are plants that take two seasons to complete their life cycle.  The first-year seeds germinate and 
they develop roots, leaves and stems.  The leaves may be in the form of a rosette, where the leaves hug 
the ground.  After winter passes the plants will produce stalks, bloom and set seed.  The plant then dies.  
Flowers that are biennial include foxgloves, hollyhocks, sweet William and silver dollar plant.  Biennial 
flowers will seed and may reappear in the same general area.  There are also vegetable plants that are 
biennial and we don’t even realize it since we eat their edible parts the first year they are planted.  If you 
were able to leave carrots in the ground and the tubers didn’t freeze over the winter, they would bloom 
the second year.  Parsley is also biennial and will bloom its second year.  Beets, onions and many of the 
cole crops (cabbage, kale) are also biennials.  Useful to know if you wanted to save seed for next year. 



Sometimes biennials complete their life cycle in 1 year.  This is referred to as “bolting” and it is usually 
applied to vegetables.  Annual vegetables can also bolt, going rapidly from producing mostly edible leaves 
to flowering and setting seed earlier than anticipated, thus ending their productivity.  Think lettuce.  
Bolting is caused by environmental stress such as unsettled weather in the spring, dry soil, hot days, or 
cold nights. 
 
Last but not least are perennial plants.  These plants live longer than 2 years.  There are herbaceous 
perennials and woody perennials.  Herbaceous plants die down to the ground when winter approaches 
(although not all do, some remain evergreen) and new leaves emerge in the spring.  These are the staple of 
our flower beds.  Woody perennials are trees and shrubs.  The term perennial is usually associated with 
the herbaceous plants. 
 
Perennial plants have varied life spans.  Some flowers, such as columbines, are considered short-lived 
perennials.  The flower that you plant may only be around for a few years.  It is likely to produce seed so its 
progeny will still grace your flower beds.  Other perennials such as peonies, can live for decades and be 
passed down in a family. 
 
There are annuals that you may think are perennial, after all they are in your garden every year.  But 
maybe they wander a bit, or you find one in an odd spot, no where near where it was originally planted.  
Some annuals are good at self-sowing.  Their seeds are hardy and can withstand our winter.  Even though 
the mother plant is an annual and dies, the following spring a daughter seed grows and flowers in the 
same general area, giving the perception of the plant being perennial.  Sometimes the seeds are blown by 
the wind or carried by an insect to a new spot in the garden giving you an unexpected, but welcome 
surprise. 
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